1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Distinct dose delivery methods, such as those in X-ray minibeam radiation therapy (MBRT), have shown the potential to overcome the main limitation in radiotherapy: the tolerances of normal tissues. MBRT is a technique originated at synchrotrons [@b0005], [@b0010], which uses arrays of thin (500--700 µm) parallel beams spaced by 1-- 3 mm. It delivers a spatial dose fractionation that, in contrast to standard radiotherapy (RT), results in dose profiles consisting of a pattern of peaks and valleys. The peaks correspond to the beam paths, i.e. high doses, and the valleys are the areas between two consecutive beams that are filled in by the scattered radiation from the peaks, i.e. low doses [@b0015]. The ratio between the peak and valley doses (peak-to-valley dose ratio, PVDR) is considered a relevant dosimetric parameter in terms of biological response [@b0020]. A remarkable increase of rat brain resistance to irradiation has been observed after MBRT irradiations [@b0020], [@b0025], [@b0030]: doses as high as 100 Gy in one fraction are still well-tolerated. In addition, a significant tumor growth delay in aggressive animal tumor models has been observed with MBRT [@b0025], [@b0030]. MBRT, therefore, is a promising irradiation technique, especially for highly radioresistant tumors such as gliomas, which still receive mostly palliative treatment. Unfortunately, the confinement of MBRT to synchrotrons has limited its worldwide exploration and comprehensive evaluations. Because of this, we have transferred the X-ray MBRT to a small animal irradiator [@b0035], making *in vitro* and *in vivo* investigations of MBRT easily performable, with similar PVDR values to those at synchrotrons [@b0015].

Our goal of the current study is to compare*, in vitro*, the efficiency of MBRT to induce clonogenic cell death in glioma cell lines, to investigate its use for further preclinical and clinical studies and comparison to standard radiotherapy. Our hypothesis is that, with MBRT, a similar level of clonogenic cell death can be reached compared to the standard radiotherapy, when equal average radiation doses are used. We have investigated whether a minimal radiation valley dose is needed. The clonogenic assay was used as this is the method of choice to determine cell reproductive death after treatment with ionizing radiation [@b0040]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to show that minibeam (MB) and standard (broadbeam, BB) radiotherapy can be equally effective in inducing clonogenic cell death in radioresistant glioma cell lines, when using high radiation doses. For F98 cells, the minimum integrated dose to reach similar clonogenic survival levels for BB and MB treatments was 19 Gy both for IP and DP. For U87 cells, this dose is expected to be higher, as the clonogenic survival after 19 Gy is still somewhat increased after MB compared to BB treatment. For DP, there was relatively little difference between BB and MB in induction of U87 clonogenic cell death for all doses studies. An IP-DP effect was absent in the case of MB treatment in both cell lines studied. Although the results of *in vitro* studies cannot replace *in vivo* works, they help designing better animal experiments and delimit to some extent the range of doses where the therapeutic window for a new radiation treatment could be expected.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Cell line and culture conditions {#s0015}
-------------------------------------

This study was carried out with the F98 rat and the U87 human glioma cell line, which are often used in neuro-oncology experiments since these are considered good models for human gliobastoma multiforme [@b0045]. F98 and U87 cells were grown in Dulbecco\'s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) plus GlutaMAX-I (Gibco by Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS OneShot, Gibco by Life Technologies) and Pen Strep antibiotics (penicillin 100 U/mL and streptomycin 100 µg/mL, Gibco by Life Technologies). Cells were maintained as monolayer cultures in tissue culture flasks and kept at 37 °C in an incubator with humidified air supplemented with 5% CO~2~.

2.2. X-ray irradiation setup and dosimetry {#s0020}
------------------------------------------

Both standard RT, i.e. broad beam (BB), and MBRT irradiations were performed using a Small Animal Radiation Research Platform (SARRP, Xstrahl Ltd., UK). The energy spectrum has an effective energy of 69 keV and the beam divergence is 20 ° [@b0050]. Some modifications of the SARRP were carried out to make the system suitable for performing MBRT experiments [@b0035]. Among others, a specially designed brass multislit collimator was used in this study setup. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} shows the features of the divergent brass collimator considered to compensate the large divergence (20 ° reported for the beam divergence by the SARRP manufacturer) of the SARRP. The widths of the slits were progressively increased from the center towards the edges to homogenize the peak doses. As figure of merit, PVDR values and full width half at maximum (FWHM) similar to those obtained at the European synchrotron radiation facility (ESRF) were used [@b0015]. Further details on modifications performed on the SARRP, to make it suitable for X-ray MBRT experiments, can be found elsewhere [@b0035]. Our system provides an array of 690 (±20) μm-wide minibeams with a center-to-center distance of 1465 (±10) μm, measured at 1 cm depth in a water phantom. A PVDR value of 12.4 (±2.3) at 1 cm depth in a water phantom is obtained, similar to that at synchrotrons [@b0015].Fig. 1Left: picture of the experimental set-up inside the SARRP platform: 48-well plate containing the cells, brass collimator, and micromanipulator system. The micromanipulator is remotely guided by customized software. A front-view of the multi-slit MBRT collimator is shown in the inset on the upper left. This set-up provides a continuously variable micrometric range to position the 48-well plate (on a customized holder) in front of the irradiation field. Right: a cross section of the collimator is depicted on the right (upper row) and a zoom including the widths of the slits (white spaces) is shown on the right lower corner (dimensions in mm).

For radiation exposure, cells were transferred to 48-well plates that are completely filled with DMEM (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), so that they are located at 1.8 cm water equivalent depth. This was done to have similar valley doses like those delivered in previous *in vivo* experiments with rodents [@b0035]. The area irradiated with the collimator so customized covers the surface where the cells are plating. These plates are positioned inside an in-house designed holder within a 3D-micromanipulator probe guided by remote control with a customized LabView software (see [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The distance between the collimator and the top size of the well-plates is 3 cm. Similarly, a set of 48-well plates were irradiated with a BB X-ray configuration.

Gafchromic EBT3 films [@b0055] were used for dose measurements and quality control of irradiations since they have been successfully used in MBRT dosimetry previously [@b0060]. Films handling was performing taking into account the recommendations provided by Task Group 55 of the AAPM [@b0065]. A flat bed red-greenblue (RGB) scanner (Epson Perfection V750-M Pro Scanner) was used for the readout at 1200 dpi resolution. We follow the methodology described by Devic et al. [@b0070] and used the red channel. Films were previously calibrated in a configuration where they are placed perperdicularly to the beam direction interspersed amont 1 cm solid water-equivalent RW3 material phantom. The calibration curve was implemented in a home-made C++ code to convert the scanner readings into doses. Uncertainties in films dose meausrements were evaluated as described in Sorriaux et al. [@b0075]. The overall uncertainty was 3.2%. To incorporate other possible sources of uncertainty (e.g. misplacing or misalignment of the films in the dishes), a conservative value of 4% was considered.

The quality assurance of the irradiation was performed by means of the films attached to the well-plates during the irradiation. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} summarizes the peak and valley doses and the integrated seamless doses delivered in MBRT and BB respectively. PVDR is 11.0 ± 0.7 at 1.8 cm depth in DMEM medium.Table 1Dose values in MBRT and Standard RT.MBRTPeak dose (Gy)5,823,146,154,3Valley dose (Gy)0,62,04,24,7PVDR at 1.8 cm10,311,511,111,5Average dose (Gy)4,48,617,119,3  Standard RTDose (Gy)4,5917,219,9[^2]

The dose escalation study was performed with both X-ray MBRT and BB irradiation modes at dose rates of 2.6 and 4.6 Gy/min, respectively.

To compare the effects of MBRT with BB irradiation on the survival of glioma cells, clonogenic assays were conducted after immediate (IP) and delayed plating (DP) as described in [Section 2.3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"}.

2.3. Clonogenic assay of confluent cell cultures {#s0025}
------------------------------------------------

Two days before X-ray exposure, 10^5^ F98 or U87 cells per well were plated into 48-well plates to obtain a nearly confluent monolayer at the time of irradiation. Wells were filled up to 1.8 cm with fresh complete DMEM and covered with a PCR plate seal to prevent the leakage of medium and contamination in the vertical set-up. Cells were either replated directly (immediate plating, IP) or 24 h after irradiation (delayed plating, DP) in order to assess the effect of potentially lethal damage repair (PLDR) on cell survival. For immediate plating, cells were trypsinized and replated in appropriate dilutions in six-well culture plates (Costar). For delayed plating (DP), cells were kept for 24 h in a humidified 5% CO~2~ incubator at 37 °C to allow for the repair of potentially lethal damage (PLD) induced by the irradiation. After the incubation period, the cells were trypsinised and replated in appropriate dilutions. Seven to fifteen days later (F98 and U87 respectively), the colonies were fixated in fixative solution (formalin zinc, Sigma Aldrich) and stained with 0.05% crystal violet (Sigma Aldrich). Colonies of 50 cells or more were scored as originating from a single clonogenic cell. Average plating efficiencies of F98 cells (±S.E.M.) were 0.34 (±0.04)% for IP cells and 0.36 (±0.09)% for DP cells. Average plating efficiencies of U87 cells (±S.E.M.) were 0.14 (± 0.03)% for IP cells and 0.14 (±0.03)% for DP cells. All data represent the means of at least three experiments.

3. Results {#s0030}
==========

3.1. Clonogenic survival {#s0035}
------------------------

It has been shown that radiation doses higher than 20--25 Gy are needed to obtain long-term survivals in glioma-bearing rats using standard radiotherapy [@b0080]. Therefore, we chose to escalate the doses as high as currently technically possible, which is 19 Gy, for our *in vitro* experiments. The survival curves for both MB and BB modes in F98 and U87 cells are shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. When the same integrated dose is delivered, the BB irradiation yields a reduced clonogenic survival in comparison to that of MBRT for the lower doses, up to 19 Gy integrated dose. No significant differences in survival between BB and MB treatment are observed when an integrated dose of 19 Gy is used in F98 cells. This is the case for both IP and DP. These results indicate that for F98 cells, a minimum valley dose (i.e. 4.7 Gy, see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}) is needed to render the same clonogenic cell death after MB or BB treatment. For U87 cells, the radiation survival curves of BB and MB treatment were also converging at a dose of 19 Gy, but cell survival was still slightly higher after MB than after BB treatment. For DP, the difference in U87 clonogenic survival after MB or BB treatment was very few for all doses investigated.Fig. 2Radiation survival curves of glioma cell lines after treatment with broad beam (BB) or minibeam (MB) therapy. A: F98 rat glioma cells replated immediately (immediate plating, IP) after BB or MB irradiation. B: F98 rat glioma cells replated after a recovery period of 24 h (delayed plating, DP) to allow PLDR after BB or MB irradiation. C: U87 human glioma cells replated immediately (immediate plating, IP) after BB or MB irradiation. D: U87 human glioma cells replated after a recovery period of 24 h (delayed plating, DP) to allow PLDR after BB or MB irradiation. Near confluent cultures were irradiated using the BB or MB configuration. Means ± SEM are shown for at least three separate experiments.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the same radiation survival curves from [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, replotted to show the effect of immediate and delayed plating in F98 and U87 cells. The graphs show that F98 glioma cells do not exhibit PLDR, as there is no difference between IP and DP after both BB and MB treatment. For U87, a slight IP-DP effect and therefore PLDR is observed up to a dose of 19 Gy but only in case of BB treatment. However, no IP-DP effect is observed for U87, as in F98 cells, after treatment with MBRT.Fig. 3Radiation survival curves of [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. replotted to show the effect of immediate plating (IP) and delayed plating (DP) after treatment with broad beam (BB) or minibeam (MB) radiotherapy. A: F98 rat glioma cells replated IP or DP after BB irradiation. B: F98 rat glioma cells replated IP or DP after MB irradiation. C: U87 human glioma cells replated IP or DP after BB irradiation. D: U87 human glioma cells replated IP or DP after MB irradiation. Near confluent cultures were irradiated using the BB or MB configuration. Means ± SEM are shown for at least three separate experiments.

4. Discussion {#s0040}
=============

Gliomas are highly aggressive tumors of the central nervous system and, despite numerous pre-clinical and clinical studies, they are still almost always incurable. Due to their strong resistance to chemo- and radiotherapy, these tumors either show no treatment response at all or they often relapse after an initial response. Their formation of a tumor cell network in the brain and their capacity to regrow after damage induced by radiotherapy [@b0085] is thought to be an important factor in limiting the success of conventional radiotherapy. Conventional standard RT fractions for glioma treatment consist of 1.8--2 Gy delivered over 5--6 weeks up to a total dose of 45--60 Gy [@b0090] and most *in vitro* studies use doses up to 10 Gy only. In order to eradicate as many tumor cells as possible and preventing their regrowth, the aim should be to deliver a radiation dose as high as tolerable by the surrounding healthy brain tissue. With MBRT [@b0005], [@b0010] a much higher dose can be delivered to the tumor in one single (temporal) fraction, due to a spatial fractionation of the dose. Previously, we have shown that doses as high as 100 Gy of X-rays administered to the (whole) healthy brain by MBRT are well tolerated in rats, in contrast to similar doses of conventional X-ray therapy, which lead to a high morbidity and mortality [@b0095]. To further investigate the potential of MBRT for glioma treatment in a clinical setting, we investigated its efficiency to induce clonogenic cell death in two different glioma cell lines and compared this to standard RT*.* The endpoint of clonogenic survival was chosen as this is considered the method of choice to determine cell reproductive death after treatment with ionizing radiation [@b0040]. For this first assessment, an *in vitro* glioma model (F98 rat and U87 human glioma cell lines) was used to rule out the interference of other factors, such as neovascularization or immune modulation, with the response of tumor cells to X-ray MBRT and standard RT irradiations. The radiation dose was escalated stepwise to find out whether a minimal (threshold) valley dose is needed to obtain a similar induction of clonogenic cell death with the two irradiation modes. We went up to a dose of 19 Gy, which is still technically feasible with the current experimental setup and which would be clinically relevant for MBRT. Such a high dose has rarely been investigated according to the literature.

Here, we show that F98 and U87 cell survival fractions differ as a function of integrated dose and irradiation mode. When low doses are employed (\<19 Gy), a homogenous standard RT proves to be more effective in terms of inducing clonogenic cell death. However, MBRT results in a similar survival fraction as standard RT (broad beam) when using an integrated dose of 19 Gy in F98 rat glioma cells. This could indicate that when a minimum valley dose (4.7 Gy) is attained in this cell line, the same integrated dose would lead to a similar fraction of clonogenic cell death for both irradiation modes. Therefore, from an integrated dose of 19 Gy, the spatial distribution of the dose does not affect its ability to induce clonogenic cell death in F98 cells. This suggests that the valley dose delimits the clonogenic cell survival, which must be taken into account when translating MBRT to a clinical situation. That this minimum valley dose can be different for different cell lines show our results with the human U87 glioma cell line. In the case of IP, the radiation survival curves converge at a dose of 19 Gy, but survival is still slightly higher for MB than for BB treated cells. It is probable that with an increased dose, the differences in cell survival between MB and BB would be diminished. In the case of DP U87 cells, the difference in clonogenic survival between BB and MB is little if any for all dose points investigated. We therefore speculate that MBRT might affect PLDR in this cell line. Interestingly, both cell lines showed an absence of an IP-DP effect when treated with MBRT. For F98 cells, we suggest that this could be due to the absence of PLDR in this cell line as this is also observed for BB treatment. U87 cells, however, do show a slight PLDR in the case of BB treatment up to 19 Gy. Although our findings are contradicting the dogma of existing PLDR capacity in most mammalian cells, cell lines without PLDR have been reported previously [@b0100]. The mutant p53 status of the F98 cell line [@b0105] together with its very low expression level [@b0110], might be an explanation for the absence of PLDR as PLD expression has been suggested to be primarily dependent on p53 [@b0115], [@b0120]. In addition to impaired p53 function, they exhibit mutant p16/CDKn2y/INK4 and a negative BRCA1 localization after X-rays [@b0125], which could further contribute to the absence of PLDR in these cells. This same study showed a higher fraction of unrepaired DNA double strand breaks persisting at 24 h after X-irradiation than two other rodent glioma cell lines, further confirming their incapacity to fully repair DNA damage. Furthermore, glioma cells are known to be highly resistant to ionizing irradiation as their interconnections have been found to regrow after radiation destruction [@b0095]. To the best of our knowledge, we show for the first time the absence of PLDR in the F98 rat glioma cell line. In contrast to F98 cells, the U87 cell line does not exhibit mutant p53 but do repair radiation-induced DNA damage more slowly than normal fibroblasts [@b0130]. As a consequence, they accumulate more residual DNA damage than fibroblasts, probably due to a loss of function in some aspects of DNA repair [@b0130]. This could explain that we observe an IP-DP effect only up to a dose of 19 Gy, in which case the limited DNA repair capacity of U87 cells may be depleted. Therefore, we speculate that MBRT might affect PLDR in glioma and maybe also in other cancer cell lines. The difference in DNA repair capacity between tumor cells and healthy tissue cells might furthermore contribute to the sparing effect of normal tissues by MBRT while tumor cells are killed. More research, however, is needed to investigate the effect of MBRT on repair of DNA damage in tumor and healthy tissue cells.

In a previous work [@b0035] using the same irradiation configuration (696 (±20) μm-wide beams and 1465 (±16) μm ctc at 1 cm-depth) we have already demonstrated that normal rat brain is able to withstand doses as high 20 Gy in one fraction (whole brain irradiation, excepting the olfactory bulb). This is in contrast with the severe toxicity observed with the same integrad dose in standard RT irradiations [@b0035].

Moreover, the range of doses in MBRT fits with what is used in some current radiosurgery treatments, which might facilitate a possible clinical transfer as its tolerance in patients has already been shown [@b0135]. With radiosurgery, the central doses delivered to the target volume in glioblastoma multiforme patients can vary between 30 and 40 Gy with a marginal dose of 15--20 Gy, after initial external beam radiotherapy [@b0135].

Recently, another minibeam collimator setup has shown its utility for preclinical *in vitro* and *in vivo* studies [@b0140]. The conclusion was that MBRT results in clonogenic cell death and leads to a more effective tumor control in mice than conventional radiotherapy. However, a direct comparison of the level of clonogenic cell survival between MBRT and BB was not possible. The used setup for the *in vivo* part of the study was whole-body irradiation with lead-shielding with exposure of only the target volume. With our current MBRT setup, however, imaging-controlled precise irradiation of the target volume is possible, which makes the possibilities for preclinical research endless.

A method for spatial fractionation of radiotherapy similar to MBRT, but with narrower beam sizes, is microbeam radiation therapy. Previous works investigating microbeam radiation therapy suggested that thick beams are more favorable for tumor control [@b0145], but may affect healthy tissue tolerance.

A recent study [@b0125] compares microbeam RT with conventional RT in the induction of clonogenic survival, DNA double strand breaks and chromosomal aberrations. Their finding that microbeam RT results in an enhanced clonogenic survival compared to conventional RT at low radiation doses (up to 4 Gy) is in agreement with our current findings. Furthermore, they find less chromosomal aberrations after microbeam RT than after conventional RT and induction of DNA double strand breaks in the peak areas. These results point to a tissue-sparing effect of microbeam treatment compared with conventional treatment. However, the effects of high radiation doses (above 4 Gy) were not assessed. Due to the different experimental setup, i.e. cell lines, dose rates and beam energies, a direct comparison of these results with our current findings needs to be considered with extreme care. Nevertheless, these reported *in vitro* findings show the same trend as we have observed in our study with low radiation doses, namely that spatially fractionated radiotherapy can effectively induce cell reproductive death in tumor cells. Other studies using a similar experimental set-up [@b0155], [@b0160], [@b0165], [@b0170] reported similar results in the low dose range as our current findings. The observation that the shape of our MBRT curves is similar to the ones observed in the context of microbeam radiation therapy [@b0175] further underpins the validity of our results. An advantage of X-ray MBRT over microbeam XRT, however, is that MBRT uses doses 10 times lower than those needed in microbeam radiation therapy to reach good tumor control without substantial healthy tissue damage. It is important to note that spatial fractionation radiotherapy, like minibeam and microbeam treatments, take use of the mixture of cells receiving high (peak) and low (valley) radiation doses in order to spare healthy tissues. As a result, also the tumor cells receive these different doses but as our current results show, this still results in significant induction of clonogenic cell death. Since the cells located in the peak areas of the irradiation field receive extremely high doses (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), their survival most probably cannot be modeled using the linear quadratic model as it is expected to have reached a plateau in the amount of remaining DNA double strand breaks. The cells located in the valley areas, however, receive only about 10% of the peak dose and it is expected that clonogenic cell death induction in this area can be described with the linear quadratic model. The total cell survival is therefore a mixture of the colonies arising from the peak and from the valley areas.

An important observation in our study, furthermore, is that our radiation survival curves are flattening with an increase in the dose. This is true for both cell lines studied. The absence of a shoulder in the radiation survival curve of cell lines has been reported in the literature before [@b0120], [@b0180] and could, together with the diminished IP-DP effect, indicate a deficiency in the DNA damage repair capacity of the cells.

Indeed, a transfection with DNA-Pk of one cell line without a shoulder in its radiation survival curve resulted in an introduction of a shoulder [@b0180]. However, doses as high as 19 Gy have rarely been investigated. On study by Knedlitschek et al. [@b0185] observed surviving F98 cell spheroids after irradiation with 15 Gy. In this publication, the F98 radiation survival curve shows an almost absence of a shoulder in the low-dose range with an α value of 0.16 and β value of 0.007 for spheroids and 0.11 and 0.019 for monolayers, respectively. The flattening shape of our survival curves might be caused by a residual number of radiation resistant S-phase cells and an impaired DNA damage repair capacity. In *in vivo* experiments, it is known that at least 25 Gy is needed to obtain long term survivals in glioma-bearing rats [@b0080]. The residual surviving clonogenic cells after irradiation with 19 Gy *in vitro* are therefore not implausible and the flattening radiation survival curve might indicate the existence of a threshold dose needed to achieve a glioma cure or at least control. This points to the extremely high radiation resistance of these cells, even *in vitro*. It would be interesting to explore this phenomenon further and to enhance the eradication of glioma cells, for example to escalate the radiation to even higher doses or to combine with different therapies such as newly emerging chemo-, nanoparticle- or immune therapies. As we have recently shown [@b0190], minibeam irradiations of healthy rat brains with integrated doses as high as 25 Gy are feasible and well tolerated compared to conventional irradiation and have therefore the potential for combination with adjuvant therapies. For this reason, future studies aim at escalating the dose and investigating its effect on clonogenic survival, tumor control and healthy tissue tolerance.

5. Conclusion and limitations {#s0045}
=============================

We conclude that MBRT has the potential to improve the therapeutic index for gliomas. Due to its previously proven sparing of healthy tissues, it allows the use of exceptionally high radiation doses, which we show here to result in a significant amount of clonogenic cell death in F98 rat and U87 human glioma cell lines. A minimum threshold valley dose is needed in order to reach similar levels of clonogenic cell death with MBRT compared to standard RT. This threshold dose can vary for different cell lines, as a higher dose is needed for U87 than for F98 cells. We speculate that MBRT might affect PLDR in glioma cell lines, as the IP-DP effect is abolished after MBRT but not after standard RT in PLDR proficient U87 cells. However, this needs to be further investigated in different cell lines *in vitro* an *in vivo*. Furthermore, a flattening of the radiation survival curves for both cell lines suggest that a residual amount of clonogenic cells survives, even after such high radiation doses as 19 Gy, suggesting that the aim should be at reaching even higher radiation doses or a combination with adjuvant therapies. The current results allow us to address the forthcoming *in vivo* experiments with the goal of elucidating this therapeutic gain in glioma bearing rats and help to design better animal experiments in X-ray MBRT regarding the 3Rs ethical standards [@b0195]. Future studies will focus on delivering a radiation dose of at least 19 Gy for gliomas and investigate the effects of MBRT on tumor control and healthy tissue damage, as well as exploring underlying mechanisms such as potential effects on DNA damage repair.
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[^2]: Peak, valley, and average doses delivered with MBRT and integrated seamless doses delivered with standard (broad beam) irradiations on F98 cells at 1.8 cm depth. Standard error SE = ±4%. The MBRT average dose is the integrated dose assessed as the average of the central peak and valley doses.
